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Assena Radio/Tv are quasi terrorists. 

For years Asena Radio/TV. has been pretending as if they care about Eritrean land and its people.  

The current travel of President Isaias to Ethiopia for a workshop or tour under the invitation of 

the Prime Minster of Ethiopia Dr. Abiy Ahmed, the Asena group immediately condemned it and 

concurrently they proved to us that they are not only Agitators but would also to be quasi 

Terrorists who wants to see Eritrea destroyed.  They are about bringing fear and inner strife that 

cause self-doubt and infighting.  This is not a new kind of war upon us but it looks very 

dangerous this time than before.  They are attempting to divide us and eat away at our morale, 

unity and sovereignty.  

 The Eritrea’s Detractors or Agitators  have realized a fundamental truth is happening that the 

Woyane’s can’t occupy Eritrea’s land anymore.  Therefore, the president senses an urgent action 

is needed that the Woyane must vacate Eritrea’s sovereign territory immediately.    We Eritreans 

also we will unite, mobilize and will come out to show our unity of strength for fighting not only 

to survive but to win.  The Woyane must understand that if they don’t leave our occupied land 

which is the sooner is the better, they can face onslaught attack.  This time the world sees the 

Woyane as terrorists occupying another  nation’s sovereign territory.  It has already started the 

economic shut down in some parts and some programs of Tigray due to the outlawed actions of 

the Woyane.   

Under these conditions the Agitators spokes person an owner of Asena Radio/Tv. is expressing 

his emotions in an upset manner and attack  the nationalistic Eritreans who are the masses and 

the Eritrean Government views and beliefs by calling every Eritrean from the young age to the 

seniors that the president is planning to put Eritrea into war.  this would have cause a political 



 

 

and economic catastrophe to Eritrea as well as causing the overall society will be driven into 

social shaming and confusions.  

He chose to address his attack in a forceful  unhealthy manner he even questioned why President 

Isaias has been meeting Abiy Ahmed frequently.   

Asena TV. Influence  

The Agitators direct demand is: Isaias “HANDS OFF ETHIOPIA AND DON”T BRING 

ERITREA INTO WAR”.  These angry threats from Asena Tv. is neither a political campaign 

nor ideological platforms.  What they are doing now is they are clearly proving themselves that 

they are quasi terrorists who supports the outlawed Woyane who leads and represents the Tigray 

region. 

 
 

 


